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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel deep learning based approach for
monocular visual odometry (VO) called FlowVO-Net. Our approach utilizes CNN to extract motion information between two consecutive frames
and employs Bi-directional convolution LSTM (Bi-ConvLSTM) for temporal modelling. ConvLSTM can encode not only temporal information
but also spatial correlation, and the bidirectional architecture enables it
to learn the geometric relationship from image sequences pre and post.
Besides, our approach jointly predicts optical flow as an auxiliary task in
a self-supervised way by measuring photometric consistency. Experiment
results indicate competitive performance of the proposed FlowVO-Net to
the state-of-art methods.
Keywords: Visual Odometry · ConvLSTM · Optical Flow.
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INTRODUCTION

Visual odometry(VO) is the process of estimating camera poses solely from a
sequence of images. It is a fundamental issue in robotics since it enables a robot
to localize itself in various environments. In general, VO can be divided into
two types in terms of the number of used cameras: stereo VO and monocular
VO. Monocular VO uses only one camera, which often suffers from absolute
scale drift, making it more challenging than stereo VO. To address this problem,
a substantial amount of methods have been proposed during the last decades.
However, there still exist many problems. For example, feature-based methods
[19] are sensitive to illumination and require rich texture. Direct methods [4] are
faster than feature-based methods but require the object has a small movement.
Recently, convolution neural network (CNN) has made tremendous progress in
various computer vision problems, such as object recognition, semantic segmentation and image classification. Due to these developments, it has made it possible to use deep learning to deal with VO problems. Most supervised methods
?
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Fig. 1. The pipeline of our proposed FlowVO-Net. Inputs to our model are two images
stacked through the third channel. Features extracted by CNN encoder part are delivered to ConvLSTM and CNN decoder part. CNN decoder outputs the optical flow
of the two consecutive frames. The outputs of ConvLSTM are passed to FC layers to
predict 6-DOF camera pose.

view this issue as a regression problem [12, 2, 1, 18]. They utilize CNN to extract
features of two consecutive frames and directly regress 6-DOF camera pose. The
frames can be RGB images or optical flow images. Since VO often deals with a
sequence of frames with temporal continuity, a great deal of pose information
can be obtained by exploiting the temporal regularity. On this basis, some works
explore the ability of CNN+RNN to learn ego-motion estimation [22, 21]. Unsupervised methods do not need ground-truth pose labels, but leverage geometric
constraints or visual information to supervise training process, such as depth,
stereo images or optical flow [25, 20, 14, 24, 15]. In this paper, we propose a novel
monocular VO system named FlowVO-Net. An overview of our pipeline can be
seen in Fig. 1. Our main contributions are as follows:
– We utilize Bi-ConvLSTM to model sequential dependencies and complex
motion dynamics, and leverage optical flow prediction to assist pose estimation.
– Optical flow prediction is self-supervised implemented by image warping.
This auxiliary task makes it possible for our network to exploit the innertask relationship between learning optical flow and regressing 6-DOF relative
pose. We find this auxiliary task substantially improves the accuracy, especially for rotation estimation.

2

RELATED WORK

In recent years, deep learning methods for visual odometry have attracted considerable attention. Early methods view it as a regression problem and need
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ground-truth to supervise training, while recent works start to explore unsupervised learning approach by utilizing geometric constraints.
2.1

Supervised Approaches

The first work applying deep learning to visual odometry was by Konda1 et
al. [12]. They proposed an auto-encoder to extract visual motion, depth, and
finally odometry information from the raw data. Mohanty et al. [17] utilized
pre-trained AlexNet [13] for pose estimation. The model performed well when
testing on a known environment, however, the estimated pose deviated too much
when in an unknown environment. Costante et al. [2] explored the ability of CNN
to learn the best visual features for ego-motion estimation from dense optical
flow obtained by Brox algorithm. They further proposed LS-VO [1] to find a
non-linear representation of the optical flow manifold. Muller et al. proposed
Flowdometry [18], which used FlowNet [3] to predict raw optical flow images.
These raw flow images were used as input to the odometry network, which was
based on the FlowNet architecture. Similar to Flowdometry, Wang et al. [22]
utilized FlowNet features as input to Long Short-Term Memory(LSTM) [7] which
enabled their network to exploit long term dependencies between monocular
frames.
2.2

Unsupervised Approaches

Zhou et al. [25] presented an unsupervised learning framework to learn both
monocular depth and camera motion from video sequences, which used view
synthesis as the supervisory signal. Vijayanarasimhan et al. [20] further proposed SfM-Net to jointly predict depth, segmentation, camera, and rigid object
motions. Li et al. [14] proposed UnDeepVO. They trained UnDeepVO by using stereo image pairs to recover the scale but tested it by using consecutive
monocular images. Zhan et al. [24] also explored the use of stereo sequences
for learning depth and visual odometry, however, they replaced the standard
photometric warp loss with deep feature-based warping loss to solve the nonLambertian problem. Mahjourianet al. [15] explicitly considered the inferred 3D
geometry of the whole scene and enforced consistency of the estimated 3D point
clouds and ego-motion across consecutive frames. Lyer et al. [8] proposed CTCs
block(Composite Transformation Constraints), that automatically generate supervisory signals for training and enforce geometric consistency. However, their
method needs a noisy teacher, which could be a standard VO pipeline.

3
3.1

METHODOLOGY
Overview

As shown in Fig 1, our network receives two consecutive frames and outputs
optical flow and relative pose at each time step. Generally, our model can be
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Fig. 2. Flow prediction part of our proposed FlowVO-Net.

divided into two part, the flow prediction part and the motion estimation part.
The detailed implementation of the two parts is described in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
For flow prediction part, as shown in Fig. 2, two consecutive frames stacked
through the third channel are delivered to an encoder-decoder module to obtain
raw optical flow. We adopt FlowNet [3] as our encoder-decoder model. The
outputs of the encoder part contain rich motion information and are passed to
ConvLSTM to regress camera motion. Given It and flow, we can synthesize It+1
by forward warping. The photometric loss is computed as the difference between
0
the warped image It+1 and the original It+1 . For motion estimation part, as
shown in Fig. 3, FlowNet features are delivered to Bi-ConvLSTM. Bi-ConvLSTM
outputs are two groups of features(forward and backward) with the same size
of input features but encapsulated with sequential dynamics information. The
forward and backward features are concatenated through the last channel and
after an average-pooling layer, two fully-connected layers are followed to regress
the final 6-DOF motion vector.
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Fig. 3. Motion estimation part of our proposed FlowVO-Net.
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5

Flow prediction part

Deep learning based optical flow estimation was first introduced with FlowNet,
a supervised learning method consisting of a contracting part and an expanding part. It was trained on a large amount of synthetic dataset generated from
static background images and renderings of animated 3D chairs, therefore, the
performance was not satisfying when testing on realistic data. For unsupervised
learning, Yu et al.[10] proposed to model the expected variation of flow across
images using a loss function measuring photometric constancy. Meister et al.[16]
further designed an unsupervised loss based on occlusion-aware bidirectional flow
estimation. Inspired by the above works, we insert a self-supervised flow learning
module based on photometric loss into our network.
Given two consecutive frames I(x, y, t), I(x, y, t + 1) and optical flow obtained by FlowNet, the photometric loss can be computed as the difference
between the second image I(x, y, t + 1) and the forward warped first image
0
I (i, j, t + 1):
X
0
Lwarp (It , It+1 ) =
I(i, j, t + 1) − I (i, j, t + 1)
(1)
i,j

where u, v ∈ RH×W are the horizontal and vertical components of predicted
0
flow field respectively. I (i, j, t + 1) = I(i + ui,j , j + vi,j , t). The forward warp is
performed using the differentiable bilinear sampling mechanism proposed in the
spatial transformer networks[9]. Given a sequence of images I1 , I2 ...IT , the loss
for flow prediction is:
Lphotometric =

3.3

T −1
1 X
Lwarp (It , It+1 )
T − 1 t=1

(2)

Motion estimation part

This part is similar with [22], the key difference is that we use ConvLSTM[23]
instead of FC-LSTM. Traditional RNN and LSTM are ignorant of spatial connectivity and relationship when the input is a two-dimension image, thus, when
dealing with images, the results might be less effective. ConvLSTM tries to
address this issue by replacing the fully-connected layers in FC-LSTM with convolution layers, therefore, this design enables the model to encode not only temporal information but also spatial correlation. The key equations of ConvLSTM
are given by:
it = σ(wxi ∗ xt + whi ∗ ht−1 + bi )
ft = σ(wxf ∗ xt + whf ∗ ht−1 + bf )
ot = σ(wxo ∗ xt + who ∗ ht−1 + bo )
ct = ft

ct−1 + it

ht = ot

tanh(ct )

tanh(wxc ∗ xt + whc ∗ ht−1 + bc )

(3)
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Table 1. Motion estimation part configuration
Layers

output size kernel size strides channels

Conv1
192 × 640
Conv2
96 × 320
Conv3
48 × 160
Conv3 1
48 × 160
Conv4
24 × 80
Conv4 1
24 × 80
Conv5
12 × 40
Conv5 1
12 × 40
Conv6
6 × 20
Bi-ConvLSTM 6 × 20

7×7
5×5
5×5
3×3
3×3
3×3
3×3
3×3
3×3
1×1

2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

64
128
256
256
512
512
512
512
1024
1024

Average pooling 1 × 1

6 × 20

1

2048

FC1

256

FC2
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where xt represents input at time t , and it , ft and ot stands for input, forget
and output gates, respectively. ct , ct−1 , ht and ht−1 are memory and output
activations at time t and t − 1. * denotes convolution operation and elementwise multiplication. σ is the sigmoid activation function.
For each frame, its pose not only correlates with the last frame, but also the
next one. To utilize the correlation, we adopt a Bidirectional architecture for
ConvLSTM model. The structure of Bi-ConvLSTM network has two parallel
layers propagating in two directions(forward and backward) to memorize the
information from both directions. The forward and backward pass have the same
state equations as in equation 3. Outputs of each step are two hidden states,
The two states are then concatenated to give an overall output. In our work, we
concatenate the two hidden states through the channel dimension.
As shown in Fig. 3, Flownet features are passed to Bi-ConvLSTM. The kernel
size of ConvLSTM is 1 × 1. Stride is 1 and the number of output channel is
1024. After an average pooling layer, two FC with a hidden node of 256 and 6
are followed to regress 6-Dof relative pose. Detailed information can be found in
Table 1. For relative pose regression, we employ the following loss function:

Ltrans =

Lrot =

T −1
1 X
2
kpbt − pt k2
T − 1 t=1

T −1
1 X
bt − ϕt k22
kϕ
T − 1 t=1

Lmotion = αLtrans + βLrot

(4)
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bt denotes the predicted relative translation and euler angles between
where pbt , ϕ
frame t and t + 1, respectively, and pt , ϕt denotes the corresponding groundtruth. α and β are scale factors to balance translation and orientation.

3.4

Loss function

Our final objective can be given by the following equation, where λ is the weighting for the flow prediction loss.
L = αLtrans + βLrot + λLphotometric

(5)

By minimizing this function, our model can learn a valid VO model, however, it
suffers from that it has to manually tune the hyper-parameter and α, β and λ.
Recently, [11] proposed a novel loss function which was able to learn a weighting between different objective functions. In [11], the two different objective
functions are global position and orientation while in our experiments, they are
position, orientation, and photometric consistency. The final loss function is:
Lf inal = Ltrans exp(−ŝx ) + ŝx + Lrot exp(−ŝq ) + ŝq

(6)

+Lphotometric exp(−p̂x ) + ŝp

where ŝx , ŝq and ŝp are three learnable variables, which act as a weighting for
the respective component in the loss function.

Table 2. testing results on sequence 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 10

Method

03
trel

rrel

04
trel rrel

05
trel

Sequence
06
rrel trel rrel

07
trel

10
rrel

trel

rrel

VISO2-S [6]
3.21 3.25 2.12 2.12 1.53 1.60 1.48 1.58 1.85 1.91 1.17 1.30
UnDeepVO [14]
5.00 6.17 5.49 2.13 3.40 1.50 6.20 1.98 3.15 2.48 10.63 4.65
Depth-VO-Feat[24] 15.58 10.69 2.92 2.06 4.94 2.35 5.80 2.07 6.48 3.60 12.45 3.46
VISO2-M [6]
SfMLearner [25]
DeepVO [21]
ESP-VO [22]
Ours

8.47
10.78
8.49
6.72
4.46

8.82
3.92
6.89
6.46
1.67

4.69
4.49
7.19
6.33
5.33

4.49
5.24
6.97
6.08
2.04

19.22
18.67
2.62
3.35
2.67

17.58
4.10
3.61
4.93
1.00

7.30
25.88
5.42
7.24
4.88

6.14
4.80
5.82
7.29
1.92

23.61
21.33
3.91
3.52
4.05

19.11
6.65
4.60
5.02
2.25

41.56
14.33
8.11
9.77
5.73

trel (%): average translational RMSE drift (%) on a length of 100-800m.
rrel (%): average rotational RMSE drift (◦ /100m) on a length of 100-800m.

32.99
3.30
8.83
10.2
2.39
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Experiments

4.1

Datasets

We evaluate the proposed FlowVO-Net on the well-known KITTIVO/SLAM
benchmark [5]. It contains 22 sequences of images. Sequence 00 ∼ 10 are provided
with ground truth while 11 ∼ 21 only have raw sensor data. Since this dataset
was recorded at 10fps with many dynamic objects, it is challenging for monocular
VO. In our experiments, the left RGB images are resized to 1280 x 384 for
training and testing. We use Seq 00, 02, 08, 09 for training and Seq 03, 04, 05,
06, 07 and 10 for quantitative evaluation as it was done in [21].
4.2

Training setup

We use pre-trained FlowNet weights to initialize flow prediction part and randomly initially the remaining weights. ŝx and ŝq and ŝp is set to 0.0, -3.0 and 0.0
respectively in the experiments. The network is trained with Adam optimization with momentum fixed to (0.9, 0.999). The initial learning rate is 0.0001
and decreases by 2 times after 10 epochs. We train the model for a maximum of
100,000 iterations with a mini-batch of 2. All experiments are performed on one
NVIDIA Titan X using Tensorflow.
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Fig. 4. Training loss for rotation and VO results on seq 05 of models with and without
flow prediction module.

4.3

How our flow prediction module help VO learning

We first present an experiment to show our flow prediction module helps VO
learning. Specifically, we train our model with and without flow prediction module. Fig. 4(a) shows the training loss of rotation error. It is clear that the model
with flow prediction is able to fastly and stably converge compared with that
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without flow prediction. As shown in Fig. 4(b), after the same training iteration,
the testing result with flow prediction is clearly better than that without flow
prediction on sequence 05. This is because optical flow contains rich motion information and learning VO jointly with flow can promote our model exploiting
the inter relationship between them. From another point, we employ a multitask learning approach to assist VO learning and it can also alleviate the risk of
over-fitting through weight sharing.
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Fig. 5. Trajectories of testing results on sequence 03, 05, 06, 07. Our FlowVO-Net is
trained on sequence 00, 02, 08, 09.

4.4

VO performances

We compare our model with both traditional and learning-based monocular
VO methods on KITTI. We evaluate results using standard KITTI VO evaluation metrics, computing translational and rotational errors for all possible
sub-sequences of length (100,...,800) meters.
Most monocular VO cannot recover absolute scale and VISO2-M [6] tried to deal
with that through estimating scale according to the height of camera. However,
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our model is able to learn the scale through end-to-end learning. Table. 2 indicates our model substantially exceeds VISO2-M [6] in terms of both translation
and rotation. VISO2-S [6] utilizes stereo images to recover scale and achieve
better performance. Our model, using monocular images, can still achieve competitive performance. Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 5.
Besides, we compare our method against learning-based supervised approaches.
It is noted our method significantly improves the accuracy of rotation compared
with ESP-VO [22] and DeepVO [21], which are also CNN+LSTM based models.
The biggest difference is that we employ the flow prediction module while ESPVO and DeepVO not. This demonstrates leveraging the flow prediction module
can substantially boost rotation learning as well as translation. In addition, our
method outperforms unsupervised monocular method SfMLearner [25], as well
as unsupervised stereo methods UnDeepVO [14] and Depth-VO-feat [24].
We also test our model on sequence 11-20. In this case, we train our model on
all the training sequences. The testing results are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen
our FlowVO-net outperforms VISO2-M and is more similar to the stereo VISO2.
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Fig. 6. Qualitative results of Sequence 11, 13, 16 and 18. Note ground truth is not
available for these sequence and results of VISO2-S are used as reference.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we propose FlowVO-Net, a CNN+Bi-ConvLSTM monocular system for motion estimation. In addition, we leverage multi-task learning, that
is, learning optical flow through photometric consistency to help VO learning.
Experiments indicate the optical flow prediction module is effective and evaluation results outperform current learning- and model-based model. Our future
work will focus on integrating depth estimation into our model to construct more
geometric constraints to help VO learning.
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